LOCATION  
Cox’s Bazar - Online

DATE  
24 August 2020

CHAIR  
Logistics Sector

PARTICIPANTS  

ACTION POINTS  
- Partners to fill the [Warehouse Capacity Assessment Survey 2020](https://logcluster.org/sector/bangl17) by the extended deadline 27 August 2020.
- Logistics Sector to share the Road Assessment Map with the partners once it is validated and finalised.
- Partners seeking further information or delivery status updates can contact [Cameron.kiss@wfp.org](mailto:Cameron.kiss@wfp.org).
- The Logistics Sector to share updates on global services.

AGENDA  
1. Logistics Sector Updates
2. Road Assessment
3. Global services updates: Supply portal/transport
4. AOB

1. Logistics Sector Updates

- The [Warehouse Capacity Assessment Survey 2020](https://logcluster.org/sector/bangl17) has attracted responses from 21 organisations so far. The partners who have not yet filled out the survey are requested to update their Warehouse Capacity by the extended deadline 27 August.
- 8,500 pieces of Disposable Isolation Gowns from the donation made by Join Together Society (JTS) in South Korea have been handed over to the Health Sector for use in Isolation and Treatment Centres in the camps. The gowns will further be distributed to the Health Sector partners.
- Paul Romeo Karmoker joined the Logistics Sector team as a Logistics Associate. (Paul.Karmoker@wfp.org)
- There has been an increase in the number of requests for using common storage in the COVID-19 Special hub. A storage request for a volume comprising 1,400 m³ has been received from the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC).
- The Logistics Sector supported Hope Foundation hospital with heavy machinery crane and flat belt to move two of their containers to the camp hospital.
- Contingency assets stock for monsoon have been positioned in three hubs including Balukhali, Madhu Chara and Teknaf Logistics Hub and will be provided to partners once a request is registered.
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- WFP equipment can be loaned including spare parts such as gasket set, fan belt, tow belt and lock, air filter, oil filter Fuel filter and V belt currently available in stock. Partners are invited to contact Ashim or Uttam if their organisation requires spare parts for generators that have been loaned by WFP.

- The Logistics Sector in partnership with Atlas Logistique/ Handicap International transported 2472 m³ (817 MT) of relief items for 15 organisations including UN agencies, INGOs and NGOs, where 265 trucks were used. Please contact s.ul-karin@hi.org, s.rahman@hi.org and Bangladesh.clustercargo@wfp.org for transportation and storage services.

2. Road Assessment

- The Logistics Sector will interlace information and inputs from site management and site development sector to the road to align and triangulate with the Logistics Sector dataset. The two datasets will be compared and combined into a single road network dataset.

- The final version of the map will be shared with the partners once the data and map are validated and finalised.

3. Global services updates: Supply portal/ Transport

WHO supply portal COVID-19 Supply Chain System (CSCS)
- The process is currently ongoing for Bangladesh. From the 14 requests registered by five humanitarian partners, items have started to arrive, with the remaining requests expected to start arriving within two to four weeks.
- At the moment tracking is not available. A tracking system is being developed and should be functional in the coming weeks.
- As the global supply portal system is now fully functional, new requests will be processed much faster than the initial ones.

WFP COVID-19 Global Common Service Provision (i.e.: International transport requested through the Emergency Service Marketplace – ESM)
- Partner’s COVID-19 item deliveries are continuing through the WFP emergency global ‘free-to-user’ transport services. This service is available to transport partner COVID-19 response materials globally, either through the WHO supply portal, or procured by the partners outside of the portal.
- To date for Bangladesh:
  - Total volume requested: 3,458 m³, 487 mt.
  - Total delivered: (shipped/completed/arrived): 1,226 m³, 181 mt.
  - Organisations: International Organization for Migration (IOM), International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), UNICEF, Malteser, IFRC, WHO, WFP
- Information can be found here: https://emergency.servicemarketplace.wfp.org

4. AOB

- Given the need for frequent meetings has declined over time as the emergency has stabilised, it was proposed and decided on in the meeting to hold coordinating meetings once every three weeks.

The next Logistics Sector Coordination meeting will be held online on Monday 14 September 2020 at 11:00 through Microsoft Teams invite.
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